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I am frequently asked what
the value of WMA
membership is. Besides the
obvious value of (1) being
listed on our website so that
consumers can find you, (2)
offering a rigorous
certification process so that
consumers have increased
confidence in our members’ abilities and
experience over and beyond basic training and
practicum, (3) offering a centralized website for
both private practitioners and DRCs to market
trainings, and (4) networking and training
opportunities 2-4 times a year, my most current
observation is the value of affiliation.
WMA members list their membership in WMA on
social networking sites, on resumes, and in
marketing efforts. Some have received their
window decals and are proudly “marketing” their
affiliation with the WMA on their car windows.
Affiliation takes initiative, networking, a desire to
learn from colleagues and presenters, and time to
read the newsletters and blogs that help expand
our understanding and ultimately grow our field.
The more members we have, the more value we
have. You matter to the WMA.

Thanks to Google Analytics, WMA now has
data to support our value to mediators and
consumers of mediation in the state of
Washington. Our web site is averaging over 120
visits per week from all around the state.
Are you finding new applications for mediation
skills? Let us know. Mediation training
changes lives. Participation in mediation
promotes healing, critical thinking, increased
capacity for understanding differences and
commonalities, and peace. In this paradoxical
season of darkness and light, let’s continue our
efforts to affiliate with each other and spread the
word about mediation.
Happy Holidays,
Sarah Berghdahl

WMA Mission: To advance the use of mediation as an effective form of alternative dispute resolution; to
foster high standards of mediator conduct, training and certification; and to be the voice of mediators in
Washington State.
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20-Year Club: Pat and ‘Salie Cockrill
By Sarah Bergdahl
To get to the home of Pat and ‘Salie Cockrill, two of Yakima’s
long time mediators, one must dr ive through a “corkage free
zone”, a wonderful example of civic/business collaboration.
Not familiar with the term? Better cross the “Cascade Curtain”
and head south to Yakima to find out!
Pat’s passion for helping people led him through a degree in
clinical psychology to active duty service in Germany during
Berlin Wall construction, then into a long-term marriage with
‘Salie (his favorite co-mediator), through law school, and into
private practice as a Family Law Attorney. In 1985 the American Bar Association offered a class in
mediation, and Pat traveled to Boston to attend. Twenty-five years later, after a successful career offering
both legal and mediation services to families in Central Washington, Pat still trains and mediates for the
Dispute Resolution Center of Yakima and Kittitas County.

Street Fair
Outreach

At Pat’s urging, ‘Salie attended a mediation conference in Portland in the early 1980’s and came away
convinced she wanted to “do what those people did.” She found it to be a natural fit with what she
already practiced and valued as a Montessori teacher; a strong belief that respect is essential for human
growth and development. After her initial 40-hour training in Seattle, she returned to Yakima without
any practical experience. She and Pat merged their mediation dreams with others in Yakima and started
the DRC so that they could have some cases! Dick Croll (spotlighted in the Nov. issue) was invited to
lead the first training.
Looking back, they realize how comfortable they have come to feel in their roles as mediators. For ‘Salie
this represents steady work to overcome fear and desire to avoid conflict. That first client from 20 years
ago, who cried through the entire session, would be attended to differently today. “Conflict is an essential
part of life,” says ‘Salie, and mediation offers us an artful way of dealing with it. Like all good trainers,
‘Salie still attends trainings and continues to hone her craft.
Pat feels an increased mediator awareness and credits this focus to his experiences as a trainer. As a
professional mediator, he regularly invites interns to work with him and observe mediations. Still
inspiring people, he serves as a mentor-mediator. Pat believes mediation fills a need for people that they
can’t find anywhere else and wishes it were more prevalent in the schools so young people would be
familiar with a conflict resolution model other than the law suit. He feels grateful for the opportunities
he’s had to help people navigate through conflict with hope and confidence.
Pat and ‘Salie are long term WMA members and promise to join us at our annual meeting in April.
Yakima is lucky to have these two!
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Mediation of Land Use Disputes
By Courtney A. Kaylor
Land use disputes are just that – disputes about how land will be used. They arise in the context of
development proposals of all kinds, from the construction of a new condominium adjacent to existing
single family homes in a city to the expansion of a mining operation in a rural area. Land use
development affects people directly, evokes strong emotion, and is something the community must live
with for many years.
Mediation provides a valuable tool for the resolution of many land use
disputes. Mediated agreements reduce the cost and delay associated
with administrative and judicial appeals. They also allow the
resources otherwise devoted to conflict to be put to better use, often
financing project improvements or mitigation.
While land use disputes involve many different contexts, development
scenarios, and interests, they share some common characteristics. A
mediator in a land use matter should be aware of the characteristics of
land use disputes that may affect the mediation.
Regulatory context. Land use is heavily regulated and procedurally complex. A development project may
require several different permits and approvals from multiple local, state, and federal agencies. Each of
these permits requires a separate application, is evaluated by different decision makers and standards, and
has its own timeframe for issuance and appeal. The permitting process can take years.
Just as there are many permits required for a development, there are also many potential venues for
adjudication of disputes. Disputes over land use may be heard by hearing examiners, planning
commissions, city and county councils, multiple state hearings boards, and the state and federal courts.
Appeal deadlines are typically short (less than 30 days after the decision) and procedural requirements
unforgiving.
An understanding of these regulations is important to identifying the parties required for resolution,
understanding the balance of power, assisting the parties in evaluating their best alternative to a
negotiated agreement, and identifying the constraints that may affect the durability of the agreement. For
example, the fact that a citizens group has missed a mandatory appeal deadline will significantly affect
both parties’ stance in the mediation. As another example, if the parties agree to a solution that violates
the local zoning code, this agreement will not be able to be implemented and will not be durable.
Timing of mediation. There are many opportunities for mediation in land use matters. In a project specific
setting, mediation is usually used after either an administrative or judicial appeal has been filed.
Depending on the circumstances, however, mediation may be used earlier, during the permit review
process. Facilitated or moderated dialogue may be appropriate to identify stakeholders and interests even
prior to the filing of a permit application. Continued on page 4.
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Certification Update

Mediation of Land Use Disputes,
Continued from page 3
Diverse parties. Land use disputes typically involve
multiple parties. The parties to a land use dispute
may include the property owner, the property
developer, neighbors, environmental groups, and
elected and non-elected local, state, and federal
agency decision makers.

By Gayle A. Murdock
Thank you all for your kind
words regarding the
“Certification Update”
column. In the August and
September / October
Newsletters the Certification Roadmap and a
sample log for tracking mediations were presented.
These resources can be found on the WMA website
‘news’ tab. This month we focus on documenting
mediation training.

Depending on the stage at which the mediation
occurs, it may be difficult to identify all the people
necessary for resolution. Sometimes, for example,
a project is opposed by an informal group of
neighbors that has no established decision-making
structure and members whose individual interests
and opinions differ. In this case, the most active
neighbors may participate and reach an agreement
on behalf of most of the others, but one or more
neighbors may remain dissatisfied and continue to
pursue appeals.

Training, seminars, workshops, study groups, and
more, there are a plethora of options available to
develop the methods, skills, techniques and tools
that better both individual and collective mediation
practice. Whether applying for certification or recertification, documenting training is part of the
submittal requirements. When tracking training it is
import to include the who, what, where, when and
why. Specifically,

There is often an imbalance of power between these
parties, although who has the superior strength
depends on the individual circumstances and can
change over time. The developer may have the
upper hand due to superior financial resources and
expertise. Conversely, the neighborhood or
citizens’ group may have the greatest power due to
its political clout.

• Delivery: The institution and/or
individual(s) delivering the training.
• Category & Sub-category & Area
Specialization: The type of training such as
Mediation, Advanced Mediation and, when
applicable, Area of Specialization.
• Logistics: The details including the delivery
date(s), duration or hours and location
where the training took place (i.e., city and
state).
• Application: A description of this experience
or training, and how it informs and / or
improves your mediation practice.

The governmental parties to a land use dispute
operate under legal constraints. City and county
councils can conduct business only in public open
meetings (although a city or county council can
hold a closed “executive session” in some
situations, such as the discussion of pending
litigation with the agency’s attorney). In addition,
if a land use matter involves a specific project
proposal, then agency decision-makers cannot
communicate with third parties about the matter in
private. All communication must occur in the
public hearing setting. Continued on page 5

All these elements are required for documenting
training activities. Continued on page 5
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Mediation of Land Use Disputes, Continued from page 4
Thus, while a city or county may be a party to a land use dispute, the decision makers may not be able to
participate directly in a mediation of the dispute. Because of the constraints on government decisionmakers participating directly in mediation, often a settlement agreement will be contingent on later
formal approval by the appropriate governmental body.
Characteristics of agreements. Since the parties’ interests in a land use dispute typically relate to the
characteristics of a development project, the resolution of land use disputes rarely turns on the payment
of costs or damages alone. In fact, many settlements in land use matters do not involve the payment of
money at all. The resolution of land use disputes requires creative thinking on the part of the parties
about the proposal under dispute.
Settlement agreements in land use matters are often contingent on discretionary government approvals
for their implementation. Depending on the terms of the settlement, subsequent action by the
government may be required to implement the agreement. For example, a developer and environmental
group may both agree that they can settle their dispute if a number of specific revisions are made to a
subdivision proposal. Under state subdivision law, these revisions cannot be made without the approval
of the city. In order to implement the settlement, the developer must submit an application to the city for
these changes, city staff must review them for compliance with the city’s code, and the city council must
hold a public hearing on the changes, consider public comment, and approve the changes. This approval
is then subject to appeal by third parties. The durability of the settlement agreement depends on these
procedural hurdles being cleared successfully.
Conclusion. In sum, land use disputes are varied and fascinating. Mediation can reduce delay and
unnecessary waste of resources while producing a quality result for all parties. The unique characteristics
of land use matters must be taken into account, however, to maximize the chances of reaching a
satisfying and durable agreement.
The Washington State Bar Association and King County Bar Association ADR Sections are sponsoring
a focus group on how the use of mediation in land use matters can be improved. Those interested in
participating should contact the author.
Courtney A. Kaylor is a partner in the Seattle law firm McCullough Hill, PS. Courtney’s practice focuses on land use
law and alternative dispute resolution. She can be reached at (206) 812-3388 or courtney@mhseattle.com.

Certification Update, Continued from page 4
The attached is a sample spreadsheet for recording this information. The “Legend” worksheet lists the
WMA standard categories for training activities. The “Training” worksheet is for documenting training
information and some sample entries have been provided.
The next newsletter issue will focus on documenting areas of specialization.
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